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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1 . 0 I N T RODUC T ION
This document is intended to complement and supplement the information provided in the
Landscape Plan Requirements and Guidelines document for the City of Woodstock. The Landscape
Specifications and Tree Protection Guidelines included in this document are intended as technical
appendices to that document, but also contain policies of procedure and practice that have been
adopted by the Community Service Department.
These Policies and Specifications will be periodically updated; therefore, before beginning any
landscape plan or activity, the proponent is advised to discuss their plans with Community Services
staff to avoid any unnecessary delays or costs.

2 . 0 L A N D SCA PE SPE C I F ICAT ION S
2.1 Ser vic e s, St ake out s & Planting Adjus tment s
Contractors shall locate and mark all utilities prior to landscape installations. Tree and shrub pits
shall not be permitted within 1.5 metres (m) of the sides/rear and 3m of the front of any pad-mounted
transformer, or within 1m of any underground hydro road-crossing location. All excavations within
1m of any buried Hydro or Gas utility shall be hand-dug. Tree or shrub pits shall not be permitted
within a switchgear facility easement.
Minimum required offsets from other utilities should be observed. Where none is specified, a 1m
min. buffer is acceptable.
Final street tree locations on Municipal right-of-ways (ROW) may require adjustments from
locations on plan which are subject to as-built utilities, services, and driveway locations. The City
of Woodstock reserves the right to request additional street tree plantings. Provide notice and
coordinate all street tree locations with the City prior to planting.
Where no sidewalk exists, a 3.5m offset from the property line is preferable in order to allow for
future sidewalk construction. Where a sidewalk exists, there should be an absolute minimum offset
of 1m from trees; a 1.5m offset is desirable in order to accommodate snow storage. Where there
is an existing sidewalk and adequate room, trees may be located 1m from property line, provided
there are no other utility conflicts. On private properties, trees are to be planted 30cm from property
line.
Where overhead wires are present, tree species with a relatively smaller form at maturity should
be selected. Conversely, where no overhead wires are present, large canopy trees shall be used.
A copy of the acceptable species in boulevard conditions can be found in the City of Woodstock
Landscape Requirements and Guidelines, ‘List of Acceptable Trees’.
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Canopy trees may be planted directly under overhead utilities which are non-energized, such as
telephone wires. Avoid planting trees which will grow to full size within 3m of overhead wires.
Offset tree locations at 1m min from the centre of water mains, or as much as possible. However,
in the case where no other planting location exists, trees may be planted directly over the water
mains.
Avoid planting trees where they will obstruct sight lines to intersections, signs, entrances or traffic
control signals.
Trees should not be located within 1m of the top of bank along ditches or where water may collect
and temporarily pool, in order to allow for maintenance of the ditch.

2.2

Tops oil Re quir ement s

Topsoil shall be a fertile, natural loam, capable of sustaining healthy growth, containing a minimum
of 4% organic matter for clay loams and 2% organic matter for sandy loam, to a maximum of 25%
by volume.
Topsoil shall be loose and friable, free of subsoil, clay lumps, stones, roots or any other deleterious
material greater than 50mm diameter. Topsoil shall be free of all litter and toxic materials that may
be harmful to plant growth. Topsoil containing sod clumps, crabgrass, couch grass or other noxious
weeds is not acceptable. Topsoil shall not be delivered or placed in a frozen or excessively wet
condition. Topsoil acidity/ alkalinity shall be in the range of 6.0pH to 7.5pH.
Where necessary and at the discretion of the City of Woodstock, the Owner shall be required to
provide topsoil test recommendations to the City confirming topsoil type (i.e. percentage of sand,
clay and organic content), macro and micronutrient content and pH levels. The Owner shall ensure
fertilizers and soil amendments are incorporated into the topsoil in accordance with topsoil test
recommendations.
Topsoil depth requirements are as follows:
• Boulevards (non-treed)				
• Shrub Planting Beds				
• Tree Planting Pits/Beds				
• Sodded/Seeded Areas (non-boulevard)

300mm minimum continuous depth
500mm minimum continuous depth
600mm minimum continuous depth
200mm minimum continuous depth
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2.3

Plant Mater ial C onsider ation

2.3.1 Sto c k
High quality nursery stock is a prerequisite to ensuring the survival of trees. As such, all trees
shall conform to the Canadian Standards for Nursery Stock and be of standards quality, true to
name and type, and a first class representative of their species or variety.
Balled and burlap wrapped 55-mm calliper stock is the City of Woodstock’s minimum requirement
standard. Planting details can be found in the Appendix.
Whips (bare-root stocks measuring 1-1.5m in height) may be planted in low-profile, rural areas,
and stormwater managements facilities (pending County of Oxford approval).
Seedlings or whips may be used for naturalization or restoration areas.
Refer to the City of Woodstock Landscape Guidelines for regulations regarding planting for
diversity.

2.3.2 Dive r sit y
The City does not support the planting of monocultures (the predominance of one tree species).
This section supports our commitment to maintain tree health and biodiveristy, and recognizes the
importance of a proactive integrated pest management approach to street tree planting.
As such, individual species should not occur in like rows in excess of 8 trees. The City will encourage
a randomized approach to sequencing of tree species. This allows flexibility in terms of soil types
and adjacent urban design.
Species diversity guidelines recommend a maximum of 20% of plantings to be from the same
genus of trees and a maximum of 10% of plantings to be from the same species of tree. Table No
2 in the Landscape Design Guideline Document provides the minimum number of species required
associated with a given size of a planting.

2.3.3 For m V igour of Tr e e s
All trees shall be true to type, structurally sound with no evidence of dead branches, sun scald,
frost cracks, abraded or broken bark, and be free of insect or disease infestation.
All trees shall have a full, well-developed top with one distinctive vertical leader, and a root system
typical of the species. All parts shall be moist and show active green cambium when cut.
All trees must meet these specifications at the time of planting and final inspection by the Director
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of Community Services or his designate. Trees that are rejected will be replaced at the Contractor’s
expense.

2.3.4 Shipping of Tr e e s
Trees must be transported to the planting site in a manner that will minimize damage to crowns,
root balls and/or roots.
Balled and Burlapped (B&B) trees must have no cracks in the ball. All trees and shrubs must have
their roots system in a moist state at all times.

2.3.5 Planting H ole s, Dr ainage and Ro ot Pr uning – B alle d and
B ur lapp e d Tr e e s
All tree plantings shall be done in accordance with the standards as shown in the planting details
as found in Appendix A-D.
Planting in linear trenches (min. 1.2 width) along street boulevards is strongly encouraged.
Where planting in trenches is not feasible, the planting hole must be at 400cm greater than the
diameter of the rootball; the depth of the hole will be the same as the depth of the ball.

2.3.6 B ac k f illing
Backfill is to be placed in layers approximately 15cm in depth, and firmly tamped in place in such
a manner that the tree retains its vertical position without support. Particular care is to be taken to
ensure that no air pockets remain under or around roots and that damage does not occur to the root
system. The fill shall be thoroughly watered immediately after planting.
At grade, a ridge of soil located at the edge of planting hole shall be formed to a height of 10cm,
to act as a catch basin for any subsequent watering and to retain mulch.
Balled and Burlapped trees shall have the burlap cut and rolled back from the ball and buried
under least 10cm of soil. All wire, rope, burlap and twine from around the top 1/3 of the root ball shall
be cut and removed.
All excess fill removed from the planting holes, which does not meet planting specifications, shall
be removed by the Contractor, along with all branches, roots from pruning, leftover wire and plastic
shields from staking. Any damage done to this surrounding site shall be repaired by to the Contractor
at his or her own cost.
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2.3.7 B e d Pr e par ation
Within 48 hours of planting, a circular (or other such suitable shape as may fit the site) area around
the root ball shall be cultivated to improve future root growth.
The area shall extend to a minimum of 1m from the trunk of the tree in all directions; all sod shall
be removed from the area, and the soil shall be broken up and cultivated to a depth of at least 15cm
within the 1m radius.

2.3.8 Pr uning
The crown of the tree shall be pruned from the bottom up at the time of planting to remove all dead
and damaged branches. Branches with included bark should be pruned from the tree.
The terminal or leader is not to be pruned unless broken. All cuts shall be collar cut as per ISA
standards.
On all cuts over 2cm in diameter and bruises or scars on the bark, the injured cambium shall
be cut back to living tissue and removed. Wounds shall be smoothed and shaped so as not to
retain water. Large wounds produced by any means other than branch pruning may render the tree
unacceptable, requiring replacement.

2.3.9 St ak ing
Where staking is required, B&B trees shall be supported by two (2) wooden stakes (2.4m in length)
driven outside the ball in line with the direction of the prevailing wind. The wood stake must be driven
at least 90cm below grade line, leaving at least 5cm between the top of the stakes and the first
branch. Stake replacement shall be such that no main roots are severed by the stake being driven
into the ground.
Within storm water facilities, staking is not required. However, should any trees move in either
direction 10% or more from the vertical plane, the Contractor is responsible for straightening and
staking the trees within one week of notification from the City.
On final inspection of guarantee, the Contractor will be responsible for the removal of stakes.
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2.3.10 Tr e e T ie s
Ties shall be made from rubber hoses with 12mm outside diameters. Plastic hoses are not
accepted. The hose must completely encircle the trunk of the tree to ensure that no wire will contact
the bark of the tree.
For B&B trees where the two stakes are driven into the ground outside the root ball, the wire
tension must be such that the tree is firmly, but not too tightly, supported and remaining in a vertical
position.
On final inspection of the guarantee (after spring flush), the Contractor will be responsible for the
removal of the ties.

2.3.11 Tr e e Wr apping
The Contractor shall remove all tree wrapping upon planting of the tree.

2.3.12 Mulc hing
Within 48 hours of planting, a mulch comprised of wood chips or shredded bark, shall be spread
over the entire planting pit and the bed preparation to a surface diameter of 2m.
All shrub planting beds are to be mulched to the same depth of 75mm.

2.3.13 Minimum Ro ot B all Diame te r
The minimum acceptable root ball diameter for B&B trees shall be:
			55cm for 40mm calliper trees
			65cm for 55mm calliper trees
			85cm for 75mm calliper trees
			100cm for 100mm calliper trees
			165cm for 150mm calliper trees
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2.3.14 Wate r ing
The Contractor shall apply water at low pressure underground. The amount of water per tree shall
be 40 litres or until excess water runs off. Watering should be applied directly after planting. The
initial application of water should be included in the planting price.
It is recommended that subsequent watering may be required up to twice per week. Written
confirmation of the additional watering of trees will be supplied by the Contractor on a weekly
basis.

2.3.15 Ro de nt G uar d s
In some locations rodent guards may be required to protect the trees from girdling by rodents.
The City will provide written notification to the Contractor where rodent guards are required, prior
to planting.
Rodent guards shall consist of plastic spiral wrap wound around the base of trunk, up to a height
of 60cm. These guards must be removed after two (2) years of growth.

2.3.16 D e e r G r azing Pr ote c t ion
In rural areas and stormwater management facilities, new plantings are to be protected with snow
fencing in order to reduce incidents by deer grazing on new planter material.

2.3.17 Mainte nanc e and Ac c e pt anc e
1. All plant materials shall be maintained by the Developer/Contractor, from the time of planting
until acceptance by the Parks Supervisor or his designate.
2. A maintenance regime shall consist of proper cultivation, weeding, watering and pruning to
establish and maintain plant material in a healthy growing condition.
3. The Developer/Contractor shall arrange a time to have the plant material accepted following
the two (2) year guarantee period. At the time of inspection, all beds and tree pits shall be
freshly cultivated, weeded and in a tidy condition, with all rubbish, leaves and dead plant debris
removed.
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2.4

Tr enc hing and Tunnelling

2.4.1 G e ne r al
1. Trenching and tunnelling for services should avoid, where feasible, disrupting the root system
of trees which are to be retained on a development site. If a situation arises where interference
with the root system cannot be avoided, the steps listed under this section must be followed if
the trees are to remain viable after construction.
2. When open trenching is necessary, it should be done as far from the trunk of the tree as
possible. No more than 25% of tree roots are to be removed.
3. When trenching near shallow-rooted trees, avoid removal of anchor roots to reduce the risk of
toppling the tree over during high winds.
4. Before backfilling trenches, all roots over 25mm in diameter should be cut cleanly. Backfill with
quality topsoil, ensuring there are no air pockets, to enhance root rejuvenation.
5. Tunnelling should be used as an alternative to trenching, as there is less damage to the root
system.
6. The City of Woodstock’s Standard Guidelines for tunnelling lengths at or near trees shall be
used to determine the appropriate distance of tunnel where open cut is generally not permitted;
see Section on following page.
7. Where impossible to tunnel the distance required by the above criteria, it is suggested that
tunnelling begin at the specified distance with sufficient surface openings to make work
feasible.
8. Within the specified distances from the trunk, no roots over 25mm in diameter are to be cut
if avoidable. Any roots of this size which are cut should be cleanly cut back to undamaged
tissue.
9. Where tunnelling has been used, extreme care must be taken when backfilling to ensure that
no air pockets remain to further injure the tree.
10.

Quality soil mixture shall be used when backfilling under trees (see Section 2.3.6).
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Table No 1: Tree Tunneling Guideline
2.4.2 Tunne lling Ins tr uc t ions
1. Measure with tape the circumference of the tree at 1.4m above the ground and choose the
closest figure in Column 2 in the table above.
2. Determine horizontal distance between the base of the tree and the proposed utility. If within
2m of the base of the tree, select tunnel length from column 3; if between 2-4m, select the
tunnel length from column 4.
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2.5

Tr e e Pr ote c tion

This section covers the requirements for the protection of trees and shrubs on City property.

2.5.1 Tr e e Pr ote c tion Zone
The minimum required distances for determining a Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) is as per the
following list. Some trees and site conditions may require larger TPZ at the discretion of the City.

*Diameter at breast height (DBH) measurement of tree trunk taken at 1.4
metres above the ground.
**Tree Protection Zone distances are to be measured from the outside
edge of the tree base.

Table No 2: Tree Protection Zone Dimensions
2.5.2 Tr e e Pr ote c tion B ar r ie r and Signage
1. Tree protection barriers, erected for trees situated on the City road allowance where visibility
must be maintained, may be 1.2m high and consist of orange plastic web snow fencing on 50
x 100cm wood frame.
2. All supports and bracing used to secure the barrier should be located outside the Tree Protection
Zone (TPZ) to minimize damage to roots.
3. Where fill or excavation has to be temporarily located near a tree protection barrier, Plywood
must be used to ensure no material enters the TPZ.
4. Tree protection signage must be mounted on all sides of a Tree Protection Barrier. The sign
should be a minimum of 40cm x 60cm and made of white gator board or equivalent material.
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Obtain approval of sign layout from the City of Woodstock before proceeding. The sign should
include the City of Woodstock logo, and the following text:
		
				

TREE PROTECTION ZONE (TPZ)

No grade change, storage of materials or equipment is permitted within this
zone. Tree protection barrier must not be removed without the written authorization
of City of Woodstock.

2.5.3 E xis ting Tr e e s in E xc avat ion Zone s
1. Notify the City and Consultant before commencing excavation near trees.
2. Do not damage trees during construction.
3. Ensure tree viability at all times.

2.5.4 Mainte nanc e
1. Water to maintain soil moisture conditions for optimum growth and health of plant materials
without causing erosion.
2. Apply biological controls in accordance with Federal, Provincial and Municipal regulations
as and when required to control insects, fungus and disease. Obtain product approval from
Consultant prior to application.
3. Apply organic urea fertilizer in early spring at suppliers’ suggested rate.
4. Remove dead, broken or hazardous branches from plant material.
5. Submit monthly written reports to Consultant identifying:
• Maintenance work carried out.
• Development and condition of plant material.
• Preventative or corrective measures required which are outside Contractor’s responsibility.
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APPENDIX F – SPECIFICATION FOR PLANTING TREES, SHRUBS AND GROUND COVERS

1

SCOPE

This specification covers the requirements for the planting of trees, shrubs and ground covers as
indicated on the contract drawings.

2

SUBMISSION AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

Topsoil is to be in place, and approved by Landscape Architect prior to the commence-ment of
any planting work.

3

MATERIALS

.1

General

All plant material must be nursery grown and meet the specifications set out in the latest Guide
Specifications for Nursery Stock prepared by the Canadian Nursery Trades Association (C.N.T.A.)
for size, height, spread, grading, quality and method of cultivation. Nomenclature of specified plants
shall conform to the International Code of Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants and the latest edition
of Standardized Plant Names.

.2

Plant Material			

.1 True to name and type, structurally sound, well branched; healthy and vigor-ous and free from
disease, insect infestations, rodent damage, sun scald, frost cracks, and other abrasions to the
bark and densely foliated with a healthy, well developed root system. Pruning wounds must show
vigorous bark on all edges and all parts must show live and green cambium tissue when out.

.2 All material must conform to the sizes shown on the plant list, except that larger material may
be used when approved by the Landscape Architect. Use of larger plants will not increase the
contract price.
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.3

Peat Moss

To be partially decomposed fibrous form of cellular stems and leaves of sphag-num moss, free of
woody substance and harmful mineral matter, having a pH range of 4.5 to 6.90 and furnished in an
air-dry state packed in standard bags or bales showing the name of the manufacturer.

.4

Organics 		

To be leaf / mushroom mold or approved equal as locally available.

.5

Fertilizer

To be complete commercial fertilizer containing not less than 60% urea formalde-hyde, packed
in standard bags clearly showing the name of the manufacturer, weight and analysis by weight.
Provide fertilizers with the following analysis:
		

Nitrogen

Phosphoric Acid

Potash

		

10			

6		

4

		

12			

6		

6

.6

Bonemeal

To be finely ground commercial bonemeal with a minimum analysis of 4% nitro-gen and 20%
phosphoric acid.

.7

Mulch

To be wood chips or shredded bark, 75mm in depth.
		
4

INSTALLATION

.1 Provide standard planting soil mix for planting pits as follows: 4 parts topsoil to 1 part peat moss
to 1 part organics (leaf / mushroom mold), plus 0.6 kg of bonemeal per cubic meter of the finished
mixture.
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.2 Add commercial fertilizer and mix thoroughly as follows for each plant or planting bed:
		

0.9 kg of 10-6-4 fertilizer for each 25 mm of tree caliper.

		

0.9 kg per cubic meter of topsoil for shrub beds

Be prepared to adjust the above rates in response to the soil analysis report.

.3 For bare rooted trees and plants, ensure width of all planting excavations is 200 mm greater
on all sides than the width of the roots. Place plant plumb in the centre of the planting pit with a
minimum of 150 mm of compacted planting soil mixture un-der the roots. Plant roots to be placed
straight out in hole. Construct a terraced area around each slope planting as per detail.

.4 Backfill with planting soil in 150 mm layers and firmly tamp each layer to ensure the plant
retains its orientation. Ensure no air pockets remain around the roots.

.5 Construct an earth saucer around each plant equal to the diameter of the tree pit and 75 mm
minimum deep to retain water around the roots. Water thoroughly when the operation is complete.

.6 Prune plants to remove dead or broken branches only and in such a manner that the natural
shape and character are retained. Do not cut a leader. Use only clean and sharp tools.

.7 At the completion of planting operations, remove all surplus material from the site at no extra
cost. Make good all damage resulting from planting operations at no extra cost.

5

MAINTENANCE

.1 Maintain all plants and planting areas immediately after installation until all project work has
been inspected, approved and a Certificate of Completion has been issued.

.2 Maintenance shall include all measures necessary to establish and maintain all plants in a
vigorous and healthy growing condition, including, but not limited to:
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•

Watering when required and in sufficient quantities to saturate the root system.

•

Pruning, including the removal of dead or broken branches; and

•

Disease and insect control when required.

.3 Use chemical methods in accordance with the manufacturer’s directions. Make good any
damage at no extra cost.

.4 At the time of acceptance, all material must be in a healthy, vigorous growing condi-tion.

6

QUALITY ASSURANCE

.1 All plants shall be guaranteed by the Contractor for two (2) calendar years from the date of
acceptance by the Park Supervisor. Subsequent replacements shall also be guaranteed for one
year.

.2 All plants shall be inspected at the end of the guarantee period(s). Plants which, at that time,
are not in a healthy vigorous growing condition, to the Landscape Architect’s approval, shall be
replaced at no extra charge.

.3 Any rejected plants (prior to acceptance) shall be planted as soon as possible, but during the
proper planting season, in accordance with accepted horticultural prac-tice.

.4 All replacement trees shall be clearly marked in a visible manner.

.5 Notify Landscape Architect in writing, when replacements are to be planted.

.6 Replacements required because of vandalism, theft, or other causes beyond the Con-tractor’s
control, are not part of this Contract.
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.7 Defective works discovered prior to the expiration of the warranty period will be rejected,
despite being previously inspected.

7		
.1

BASIS FOR PAYMENT

Planting Trees, Shrubs and Ground Covers - Item

Payment at the contract price for the above item shall be full compensation for all labour equipment,
material and incidentals to do the work.
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